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Are you one of the thousands who want to forego the daily ritual of applying make-up? Whether the hands
are not as stable as you would like, you are allergic to ordinary cosmetics, or you just want to save lots of
time, permanent makeup can help you feel effortlessly beautiful from morning to night. Perform you yearn
for faultless eyeliner, flawlessly shaped eyebrows, and beautifully outlined lips? This process, which
originated in Asia and is normally sweeping across Europe and America, can also conceal scars and put the
finishing touches on aesthetic or cosmetic surgery. Those thinking about becoming practitioners will also
find valuable info on color theory, apparatus, certification, state regulations, and professional associations.
Written by an expert in the field and offering many before and after photos, this publication provides
detailed information on what permanent make-up can do, who advantages from it, just how much it costs,
selecting and working with the correct professional, benefits and drawbacks, plus much more. Before taking
this important step, nevertheless, there are many queries to be answered. This interesting book is a must for
permanent makeup practitioners, plastic surgeons, tattoo artists, and the ones who want to improve their self-
image, poise, and appearance forever.
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just a basic informative book When I first became thinking about Permanent Makeup I was lucky enough to
get this book within a school's info packet. IT CAN give excellent info on what PM is definitely and how to
get schooled in it. I could use for imformation.!Insufficient to do anything more but wet my appetite for the
career and MORE information.. wow! I guess, back when it was written, it was the only publication about
PM. Right now the info out there is endless and diverse.It had been well written, and the few pix in it were
done well.Thank you Eleanora Habnit Five Stars I like the book a lot and give a whole lot info useful for
permanent make-up artists!..not absolutely all dolled-up. Permanent makeup is intended to enhance
everything you already have, or offer you what has started to vanish (via menopause or operation or
accident) or for all those with alopecia, who under no circumstances had been born with or lost their features
(hair, brows). Five Stars Perfect, Five Stars Some really good information if this publication. Author
certainly knows her subject mater. This book is simplistic and dated..We was hoping for more on the subject
of technique, nonetheless it has some great pictures!I love this book, I simply wish it came about a dvd so
that I could utilize it for my college students as a reference. Four Stars Good book.! Thank you Thank you
very informative. To me, that was it.! It's an excellent reserve for any one which is thinking about makeup
This Book may be the Bomb This Book is great, Any Permanent make-up Artist or Educator that has not
purchased this book yet, seriously needs to do so. Meh - Dated and Lacking Inspiration. It offers everything
in it and more. Thank God online.! I was really looking for something more informative on the specialized
side..!. In truth, the girl who had the PM, for me, is a good exemplory case of how it should look after. good
book thank!
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